Comments, solutions and pointers on the TSBK 2017-05-31 exam.

1. OpenGL programming

a) First initialize:
- Create VAO and VBO
- Upload array to VBO
Display:
- Upload rotation matrix
- Draw using reference to VAO/VBO.
Note: No geometry data is uploaded when drawing!

Problem with simple and intuitive “draw this” API:
Too much work on the CPU!
All data is uploaded *every* time the shape is drawn!
Also, all rotations are performed on the CPU.
The solution above performs rotations in the vertex shader and does not upload data unnecesarily.

This is not significant for very small cases, but a more efficient approach will be significant as the problem grows.

b) For this question we may assume that only diffuse light should be caclulated. Specular lighting can be calculated for Gouraud shading but since that is not a recommended solution we can ignore it. If you are unsure about such decisions (1) ask or (2) state your assumptions in your solutions.

Vertex shader:

in vec3 inPosition;
in vec3 inNormal;
uniform vec3 light;
uniform mat3 normalMatrix;
uniform mat4 modelviewMatrix;
uniform mat4 projectionMatrix;
out float g;

main()
{
	gl_Position = projectionMatrix * modelviewMatrix * vec4(inPosition, 1.0);
	vec3 n = normalMatrix * inNormal;
	g = dot(light, n);
}

Fragment shader:

in float g;
out vec4 outColor;

main()
{
	outColor  = vec4(g, g, g, 1);
}

Note: The exact syntax is generally not so important as long as I know what you mean.

Since the question was *Gouraud shading* it was acceptable to skip parts about geometry transformations.

2. Transformations

a) This is a variation of the “lookAt” matrix derivation in section 6.5.

r^= r/|r]
b^= (r^ x v) / |r^x v|
v^= b^x r^

Build rotation matrix R from r^, v^, b^
and a translation matrix from position p (positive).

Resulting matrix = T * R. No, not R*T because this is a model-to-view matrix, not a camera matrix!

b) 2, 5, 7

Note: Another common question on part 2 is operations along/around an arbitrary axis, e.g. rotation, shearing… See section 6.3.

3. Light, shading and ray-tracing

a) 
(1) Positional vs directional light. For positional light, the light direction is calculated as the difference between the camera position and the surface position.
(2) Attenuation. Attenuation is not significant for the sun, while a positional light benefits from attenuation.
Typical implementation: multiply the light level by A(d) = 1/(a+b*d + c * d^2)

b) By the book, section 7.1.

c) Red: Mirroring, search depth.
Green: Mirror, local diffuse light (shadow ray).
Blue: (Diffuse light), shadow ray.

4. Surface detail

a) 0/2π edge problem! Should a vertex at the edge be 0 or 2π? This may cause errors with texture getting mapped onto polygons “backwards” with too much range on a limited space. This is solved by duplicating vertices near the border. See section 10.2.4.

Note: Another common question is to generate cylindrical or spherical coordinates with proper normalization. See earlier parts of 10.2.

b) Three skybox issues were asked for:
• Center on camera, keep rotations only.
• The size should be between near and far, so it fits safely between them. Does not have to be big!
• No light
• If mapped with standard 2D texture mapping, clamp to edge. (Also beware of edge artifacts when designing the skybox images.)
• No Z buffering!
• Draw skybox first!

c)
• Interpolation (including mip-mapping)
• Edge operations (clamp & repeat)

5. Curve generation

a) Calculate first, second and higher derivatives as far as appropriate for all functions.

Step 1: Curves meet.
px(1) = qx(0) = 2
py(1) = qy(0) = 2
They do. C0 and G0 continuity!

First derivative:
px’(u) = 3u2 - 2u + 2
py’(u) = 8u -2
qx¨(v) = 2v+1
qy’(v) = 3v2 + 4v + 2

px’(1) = 3 ≠ qx’(0) = 1
py’(1) = 6 ≠ qy’(0) = 2
However, the two vectors have the same directions! Therefore G1 is fulfilled, but not C1

Second derivative:
px’’(u) = 6u - 2
py’’(u) = 8
qx¨’(v) = 2
qy’’(v) = 6v + 4

px’’(1) = 4 ≠ qx’’(0) = 2
py’’(1) = 8 ≠ qy’’(0) = 4
Again, same directions! Therefore G2 is fulfilled. C2 is not fulfilled but since C1 is not it is hardly interesting anyway.

Third derivative:
px’’’(u) = 6
py’’’(u) = 0
qx¨’’(v) = 0
qy’’’(v) = 6

Not continuous!

Answer: C0, G0, G1 and G2 are fulfilled!

Note: This is discussed in section 8.7.

b) This asks for an example just like the one at the end of section 15.3.

6. Miscellaneous

a) It terminates immediately.

b) Supersampling generates each sample independently. When rendering using the GPU, every single sample will make its own fragment shader run and its own texture accesses. Multisampling only makes one fragment shader run for all samples.

This makes multisampling less powerful, but will reduce aliasing at edges.

c) Several possible answers, using 3, 4 or more vertices, and one or more cross products. The method is generally speaking “right”, that is gives a good estimate of the surface normal, if the points are located around the vertex! Using the center vertex and two neighbors on one side will introduce an offset that estimates the normal beside the vertex instead of on it.

7. Collision detection and animation

a) Global phase: Global structures, scene subdivision, for removing all distant objects with few tests. This includes octrees, quadtrees, kD-trees, or the less powerful but simple 1D sorting.
Bounding shapes phase: Enclosing every object in the scene with a simple bounding shape, like a sphere or AABB.
Narrow phase: More detailed tests. This includes polyhedra to polyhedra tests (SAT or containment/intersection) as well as breaking models down into multiple shapes, e.g. sets of spheres.

b) The two methods are ray-casting and picking by color index.
• Ray-casting is complex to implement and performance can be bad if inefficiently implemented, but is a fast method if properly optimized.
• Picking by color index is easy to implement, but requires an extra rendering of the whole scene, or at least all objects that may be picked.

8. Visible surface detection and large worlds

a) The near, far, left, right, bottom and top numbers are used to specify eight vertices in view coordinates, forming a frustum polyhedra. For each side of this polyhedra, a normal vector can be calculated, which, together with any vertex in that side, defines a plane.

We may, however, skip some planes as being unnecessary for our purposes. We can always skip the near plane when using perspective projection! It will cover a very small volume. We may also, depending on application, decide to skip the top and/or bottom planes for scenes where geometry at/near the ground dominates. Again, this is highly application dependent so, for a general situation, we should include five planes.

The matrix M is the world-to-view matrix.

For every object, a radius should be calculated, defining an enclosing sphere.

All planes are now transformed by multiplication with M-1, the inverse of world-to-view. The normal vectors should be transformed by a normal matrix version of M-1. Then the spheres are tested against the frustum in world coordinates.

For each plane, assume that we have a normal vector n^ pointing into the frustum, and a point in the plane a. For each object, we have the center position c and the radius r. We calculate the point p = c + n^*r, which is the point closest to the frustum. If n^•p < n^•a. the point is outside the frustum and we can skip the object. The test is made against all planes and if all indicate that the sphere intersects the frustum, the object is drawn.

Note: I assumed that we create normal vectors into the frustum, as in the book. It is perfectly legal to reverse this, have it pointing out.

b) Z-buffering. Applying Painter’s Algorithm for transparent/semi-transparent objects corrects the problem.

c) See 13.6. Indoors environments.


